Research paper on juvenile justice system
I know that's one of the agencies that keeps taking cuts and it's difficult to provide some of that budget
provides for counseling provides for supervision one of the good things that I think you'll notice let's go to
the text now so please follow along with the text so before I go to one good things go to page 118 if you
would please so page 118 so page 118 lists several different treatment environments so I was involved in
every one of these treatment environments so you can have a home based if you think about a home based
environment what's cool about that is you actually get to see the adolescent and their family in their
natural environment and so you might think well they're not going to act natural well it's a lot more likely
that they're going to act in their normal way on their home turf than they are becoming the office so a lot
of times you see what real life looks like you know the gratitude to shouting back and forth different things
like that so the actual living environment which may be really messy which you know may include you know
why clutter a lot of bugs a lot of different things that way so it's it's free for those of the those of you that
are faint of heart it's not necessarily for those of you that like a nice sterile office environment although I
won't say that it can get out of control I've had a couple people over the years that I've supervised that felt
very unsafe in those situations because they didn't go back but it can also put you in a vulnerable situation
where you might have to you know report people to child welfare if you see you know drugs or you see you
know people being neglected or abused you have to absolutely have to call that in so that puts you in a
difficult situation where you could be blamed for child welfare being involved or children being removed
from their families care so that it's a whole different level boundaries it easier to have boundary difficulties
is here in somebody told me they you get invited to dinner sit down and have some have some chicken
ones so I had that happen and you just kind of have to say no you know and maybe you don't want to come
off as rude but it's not that's not something as counselors that we can do those places outpatient
outpatients maitika lee counseling you know at the office residential so Oklahoma's been closing their
residential facilities for adolescents for past several years there aren't very many maybe one in Norman I
think there may be still some semblance of that but they're also a lockdown detention Oklahoma also has
been closing those closing down Raider a few years ago so there are you're going to have now we do have
the graphic a detention center so there are there are detention centers around I've done counseling there
now if you think about okay what would be difficult about doing counseling in a detention center well it's
not necessarily that private here and you have like a glass bowl that you go into people can see into your
meeting with how much reality are you going to get I mean that adolescent is completely out of their
environment they're at the mercy of those around them you know they're they're living itself and so you
know they're basically going to tell you what you want to hear a lot of foxhole prayers at that at that
moment so each each one of those environments has its own trade-offs and so please look through table
five one Table five point one on page 118 there let's stay with the text if you would go with me to page 111
111 has to figure five point one and what do you notice if you turn to page 111 what do you notice about
that figure if you'll notice in Oklahoma is following this trend if you'll notice the jingle crimes are down
considerably very significantly so you saw a peak of research paper on juvenile justice system crime in 1996
and then you see it decreasing rather significantly since 2007 really fallen five at it it had a big drop
between 96 and 2000 but then also from 2007 to 2011 there is another big drop and Oklahoma is following
suit and seeing fewer a fewer arrests so that's good news it appears that for all that we say society is going
hot and audre that we actually seeing fewer crimes not to say they're not existent though it's not to say
that we don't need to keep funding efforts to change so one might say that our efforts are juvenile justice
efforts oja was created in the 90s the juvenile office of affairs and during the hype of juvenile crime and so
you one might say that interventions are working regardless of what our television may say that we're
falling off the precipice of death so we have seen it we have seen a decline so please read through the
demographics demographics you know more males and females are involved with the juvenile justice
system by far 7 out of 10 offenders are males you also see a disproportionate number of minorities that are
arrested so I'd like to talk about this goes back to page 105 on the second paragraph on page 105 who is
decline this is difficult and this is important so I'm going to stop this and create another video

